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<------------ Parts List 

Lettering (A-Z):
FONT = MYRIAD PRO ; REGULAR ; 12 pt. 

List Con�guration:
*Front of List: Major Parts
*Back of List: Hardware Pieces & Allen Keys
*Allen Keys/Provided Tools ALWAYS at very end

Hardware Size & Details: (Follow Format Below)

<------------ Final Step

When possible, make the �nal step a standalone �nal 
product line drawing without any instructions. 

*If not possible, the �nal step should always depict the 
item closest to its �nal form possible.

Part # = Item SKU ------------>

Always use X’s in place of speci�c color codes to make 
“one size �ts all”
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Assembly Steps ------------>

Step Numbering  FONT = ARIAL ; BLACK ; 30 pt.

Parts Lettering FONT = MYRIAD PRO ; REGULAR ; 12 pt.

ALL parts that are being interacted should be labeled with 
their Part Letter + solid line segment pointing to the part

*keep part letter lines vertical & horizontal when possible

*keep letters on same vertical or horizontal plane

*if a process is repeated numerous time with the same 
hardware, it is okay to only label (1) set to avoid congestion

Use dashed lines when showing where each hardware 
piece is supposed to go/pass through

*if the same piece of hardware is being used multiple times in 
the same step, it is okay to use a spray pattern in order to 

avoid congestion
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Do not over tighten.
Do not use power tools to assemble.

Part # OBCTJ-INDY XXXX
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